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These documents issued from day to day by the arrny staffs
were served up for public consumption.
A heavy defeat in the field was often described as a strategic
withdrawal, or even more boldly, the occupation of a new
position in accordance with plan. Communiques minimized
defeat and exaggerated victory* They did so rightly, because
in a struggle of world magnitude it was a vital function of
the communique writers to keep the people at home in an
optimistic frame of mind.
But for all the restrictions placed upon his output the ac-
credited correspondent in the European war undoubtedly
witnessed more of the struggle than any individual soldier,
either private or general It was his privilege to be informed
of impending battles and to take up a position on any part
of the front where the fighting could be seen to the best ad-
vantage. He was provided with high-powered cars and his
headquarters, wherever possible, were established at a point
behind the lines where telegraph lines were working. He was
often under fire in the process of his observation and on occa-
sion shared the life of the soldier.
The war correspondent of 1914-1918 was nevertheless a
sort of glorified disseminator of official military propaganda.
I cannot recall any outstanding "beats" performed by rny
colleagues comparable to the recorded deeds which marked
newspaper reporting during the Civil War, the Franco-
Prussian struggle of 1870, the Russo-Japanese conflict, and
our own mix-up with Spain in 1898*
In the earlier wars the reporter had infinitely more freedom*
Barriers of special officers attached to him were either wholly
absent or less conspicuous and burdensome,
In fact, my own ideas of a war correspondent were formed
during the Spanish-American affair* I was then a short-pants
schoolboy in that part of the Middle West which reads the

